New Knowledge, New Power, New Options

PM Event Analyzer®
Root Cause Analysis for the Process World

Is your Plant drowning in Plant data, but you still cannot get to the real cause of why you have problems in your
process? SlipStream Software’s PM Event Analyzer® provides process engineers the answers to their manufacturing
problems. PM Event Analyzer mines any plant data historians and displays the variable root cause for any problem within
your manufacturing facility. You can now detect problems and know the exact cause. Finding the exact reason why, allows
you to be more productive quicker.
Process Improvement and PM Event Analyzer
In today’s global manufacturing markets every manufacturer is looking at every variable in their process for improvement.
Whether you are practicing Six Sigma, Lean, TPS, 5S or any other improvement metric, having the right plant information
at your fingertip is how your organization can make real improvements in your process.
PM Event Analyzer will show you exactly why something occurred. SPC charts can only show you that a process went out
of spec. KPI’s, also can only show you that something is not within standards. But neither of these can give you the
specific reason for a problem. With PM Event Analyzer you can exact cause in minutes.
How PM Event Analyzer provides you with the real root cause answer
The power of SlipStream Software’s PM Event Analyzer lies in how we analyze the historical data that sits in your plant
historian. We can make use of any plant data historian or SQL based system. Our Smart Sequencer® engine makes sense of
the massive volume of information in your historian.
-PM Event Analyzer extracts the data
tags from your historian and they are
group by area.
-Smart Sequencer ® automatically
calculates the delay between each tag
and models each tags relationship
-As the plant historian is updated PM
Event Analyzer automatically recalculates the latest values.
-PM Event Analyzer will calculate
root cause several ways:
- Event Analysis
- Process Analysis
- Frequency Analysis
- Break
Focus on the
causeAnalysis
of the problem

With PM Event Analyzer you can spend your time focused on finding the true cause to your production problems. When
you see spikes in your production you can now drill down and see the real reason why.
•
•
•

You can look at any area of your plant and select by tag group.
Data can be displayed in 2 day, 7 day or 30 day increments.
Changes or spikes in your process can be highlighted for further analysis.

•
•

PM Event Analyzer automatically calculates the statistical root cause of the problem
The correlation list shows not only the correlation but also the lag in time in the process of when the change
occurred.

PM Event
Analyzer
finds the real
problem
•

•

PM Event
Analyzer
determines a
problem occurred
downstream

Drill further down to look at
the statistical charts for each
associated correlation
variables and see when
changes occurred.
Users can move either
backward or forward in time
to determine if anything
either upstream or
downstream also was
impacted.

The benefits of root-cause analysis
Root cause analysis provides multiple benefits to your organization.
-Determining the real cause of a problem allows you to make the right changes so that subsequent production runs are not
affected.
-Allows for you to fix a maintenance problem right the first time
-Becomes the next logical tool your organization can use for increased process improvement
Take the next step in your process improvement initiative
Let PM Event Analyzer provide your organization with the real answers to your process problems. Learn how your
organization can take the next step in your process improvement programs by using SlipStream Software’s PM Event
Analyzer, and stop drowning in data.
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